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A Tale Of Two Vampires Dark Ones 10 Katie Macalister
In New York Times bestselling author Lynsay Sands' new Argeneau novel, a vampire accustomed to seducing every woman he
meets finds the one determined to resist him . . . With immortal good looks and scorching charisma, Justin Bricker has yet to meet
a woman he can't win over. His potential life mate should be no different. But instead of falling into his bed, Holly Bosley runs away
and ends up mortally wounded. To save her, he has to turn her. And then Bricker learns the shocking truth: Holly's already
married. Holly wakes up with a bump on her head, a craving for blood, and a sexy stranger who insists they belong together. She
needs Bricker's help to control her new abilities, even as she tries to resist his relentless seduction. Choosing between the world
she knows and the eternity he offers is impossible. But Justin is fighting for his life mate—maybe even his life—and he'll break every
rule to do it . . .
A Tale of Two VampiresA Dark Ones NovelPenguin
THE INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES, USA TODAY, AND WALL STREET JOURNAL BESTSELLER From New York Times
bestselling author Jay Kristoff comes Empire of the Vampire, the first illustrated volume of an astonishing new dark fantasy saga.
From holy cup comes holy light; The faithful hand sets world aright. And in the Seven Martyrs’ sight, Mere man shall end this
endless night. It has been twenty-seven long years since the last sunrise. For nearly three decades, vampires have waged war
against humanity; building their eternal empire even as they tear down our own. Now, only a few tiny sparks of light endure in a
sea of darkness. Gabriel de León is a silversaint: a member of a holy brotherhood dedicated to defending realm and church from
the creatures of the night. But even the Silver Order could not stem the tide once daylight failed us, and now, only Gabriel remains.
Imprisoned by the very monsters he vowed to destroy, the last silversaint is forced to tell his story. A story of legendary battles and
forbidden love, of faith lost and friendships won, of the Wars of the Blood and the Forever King and the quest for humanity’s last
remaining hope: The Holy Grail.
"Boundary-pushing... Stories that stake a new claim on old tropes." —Publishers Weekly, starred review Eleven fresh vampire
stories from young adult fiction’s leading voices in this bestselling anthology! In this delicious new collection, you’ll find stories
about lurking vampires of social media, rebellious vampires hungry for more than just blood, eager vampires coming out—and going
out for their first kill—and other bold, breathtaking, dangerous, dreamy, eerie, iconic, powerful creatures of the night. Welcome to the
evolution of the vampire—and a revolution on the page. Vampires Never Get Old includes stories by authors both bestselling and
acclaimed, including Samira Ahmed, Dhonielle Clayton, Zoraida Córdova and Natalie C. Parker, Tessa Gratton, Heidi Heilig, Julie
Murphy, Mark Oshiro, Rebecca Roanhorse, Laura Ruby, Victoria “V. E.” Schwab, and Kayla Whaley. An Imprint Book "Vampire
fans, sink your teeth into this satisfying collection." —Kirkus Reviews
Noble Destiny
Vampires
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The Last True Vampire
The Historian
Tale of the Twin-City Vampires
Vittorio, the Vampire

With Pandora, Anne Rice began a magnificent new series of vampire novels. Now, in the second of her New Tales of the Vampires, she tells the mesmerizing story
of Vittorio, a vampire in the Italian Age of Gold. Educated in the Florence of Cosimo de' Medici, trained in knighthood at his father's mountaintop castle, Vittorio
inhabits a world of courtly splendor and country pleasures--a world suddenly threatened when his entire family is confronted by an unholy power. In the midst of
this upheaval, Vittorio is seduced by the vampire Ursula, the most beautiful of his supernatural enemies. As he sets out in pursuit of vengeance, entering the
nightmarish Court of the Ruby Grail, increasingly more enchanted (and confused) by his love for the mysterious Ursula, he finds himself facing demonic
adversaries, war and political intrigue. Against a backdrop of the wonders--both sacred and profane--and the beauty and ferocity of Renaissance Italy, Anne Rice
creates a passionate and tragic legend of doomed young love and lost innocence.
A spoken-word artist by day for Warriors of Light Records and a vampire hunter at night, Damali Richards and her Guardian team take on a vicious group of
rogue vampires who have been killing off the artists of Warriors of Light and their rival, Blood Music, a gang led by the most powerful vampire Damali has ever
encountered. Reprint.
FIRST IN A NEW SERIES FROM THE BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF THE DARK ONES NOVELS! Outcast due to their ability to manipulate time, shunned
by the mortal and immortal worlds alike, a Traveller’s life is anything but easy. Peter Faa is a member of the Watch tracking down a murderer, and unfortunately,
all clues seem to point toward his own estranged family of Travellers. Any of his cousins could be guilty, but which one? They’re all experts in the art of stealing
time... After surviving a lightning strike, Kiya Mortenson is determined to get just one thing in her life right. And if that means taking a job as nanny to five pugs on
a campsite in the Oregon wilderness, then so be it. It doesn’t hurt that the job comes with some spectacular male eye candy, including her new boss’s gorgeous
grandson. If only she didn’t keep having this strange sense of deja vu... When Peter discovers his own family is stealing time from Kiya, all bets are off. While she
may drive him crazy at times, it’s clear that it’s not just lightning that’s creating some serious sparks between them. And he’s not going to let secrets, lies, or
a devious murderer keep Kiya from where she belongs: at his side.
An undying classic from Katie MacAlister, Sex and the Single Vampire is a paranormal romance lover’s delight, ideal for fans of Lynsay Sands and her Argeneau
vampire family novels. This perennial New York Times bestselling author knows what readers are hungry for: sexy and funny tales of otherworldly passion
featuring hot, dark, immortal alpha heroes searching for their happily forever afters. In Sex and the Single Vampire, MacAlister’s Dark One is an arrogant, studly
romance novelist whom struggling “summoner” Alie mistakes for a specter…and recognizes as the fantasy man who has lately been invading her dreams!
Even Vampires Get the Blues
Vampires Never Get Old
Queen of Gods
Zen and the Art of Vampires
Vampire Hunter D Vol. 2

Paen Scott is a Dark One: a vampire without a soul. And his mother is about to lose hers too if Paen canʼt repay a debt to a demon
by finding a relic known as the Jilin God in five days. Half-elf Samantha Cosse may have gotten kicked out of the Order of
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Diviners, but sheʼs still good at finding things, which is why she just opened her own private investigation agency. Paen is one of
Samʼs first clients and the only one to set her elf senses tingling, which makes it pretty much impossible to keep their relationship
on a professional level. Sam is convinced that she is Paenʼs Beloved̶the woman who can give him back his soul...whether he
wants it or not.
Benjamin Hall has a deadly secret-one that threatens his very life. After returning to his childhood home of Minneapolis, Benjamin
comes face-to-face with his worst nightmare; the sinister entity lurking inside his head. Multiple-Personality Disorder? Or
possession by a fallen angel? Only one thing is for certain; his other side has plans for the body they share. Plans that involve
Benjamin waking up hours later with blood on his hands. Meanwhile, bodies are turning up drained of blood with two distinct
wounds on the neck. As the death toll rises, Benjamin has to wonder-is he the Twin-City Vampire?
"Deliciously dark, Queen of Gods reminds me why I fell in love with paranormal books. The characters are both sweet and wicked,
the magic jumps off the page, and the twisted storyline keeps you on the edge of your seat!" Laura Thalassa, author of Rhapsodic
"Hang on to the edge of your seat. Queen of Gods is a fast-paced story of vampires and druids. This dark, decadent, delish take
will keep you up at night, and you won't regret one minute." Eliana S. Peters, author of Savory Seduction Dark. Brutal. Sexy. The
VAMPIRE CROWN series sets emotions on fire, as vampires and druids hunger for one thing-power. Sex, secrets, and bloodshed
twist two intoxicating love stories into one wicked tale. Magic is life. Bound to S'Kir, the Unseen Gods wait to reunite with their
brethren. Only an ancient prophecy keeps their hope alive. Blood is life. Locked away from S'Kir on earth, the Vampire Overlords
and an Original Druid hold their crowns with brute power. The Law is all that keeps their savage nature hidden. Until one defiant
vampire is awakened early from her Rest and summoned to the vampire stronghold. In her wake, all hell breaks loose... Magic
always wins. But never without blood. *CONTENT WARNING: This book contains graphic language and sexual situations. It is
intended for audiences 18+ ONLY**Slow-burn Reverse Harem (for one woman) with guaranteed sexy times in each book*
In a gripping feat of storytelling, Anne Rice continues the extraordinary Vampire Chronicles that began with the now-classic
Interview with the Vampire. For centuries, Lestat̶vampire-hero, enchanter, seducer of mortals̶has been a courted prince in the
dark and flourishing universe of the living dead. Now he is alone. And in his overwhelming need to destroy his doubts and his
loneliness, Lestat embarks on the most dangerous enterprise he has undertaken in all the years of his haunted existence. Look for
a special preview of Anne Riceʼs Prince Lestat in the back of the book. The Vampire Chronicles continue in Prince Lestat and the
Realms of Atlantis, available for pre-order now. Praise for The Tale of the Body Thief “Tinged with mystery, full of drama . . . The
story is involving, the twists surprising.”̶People “Rice is our modern messenger of the occult, whose nicely updated dark-side
passion plays twist and turn in true Gothic form.”̶San Francisco Chronicle “Fast-paced . . . . mesmerizing . . . silkenly sensuous .
. . No one writing today matches her deftness with the erotic.”̶The Atlanta Journal-Constitution “Hypnotic . . .
masterful.”̶Cosmopolitan
A History of Vampires
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Blood and Light
An Argeneau Novel
Sex and the Single Vampire
Time Thief
A Tale of Two Cousins
Collected here for the first time are 34 strange and erotic tales of vampires, created by some of supernatural fiction's greatest
mistresses of the macabre. From the classic stories of Edith Nesbit, Mary E. Wilkins-Freeman and Mary Elizabeth Braddon, to
modern incarnations by such acclaimed writers as Poppy Z. Brite, Nancy Kilpatrick, Tanith Lee, Caitlin R. Kiernan and Pat
Cadigan, these blood-drinkers and soul-stealers range from the sexual to the sanguinary, from the tormented good to the
unspeakably evil. Among these children of the night you will encounter Chelsea Quinn Yarbro's Byronic vampire Saint-Germain,
Nancy A. Collins' undead heroine Sonja Blue, Tanya Huff's vampiric detective Vicki Nelson and Freda Warrington's age-old
lovers Karl and Charlotte. Featuring the only vampire short story written by Anne Rice, the undisputed queen of vampire
literature, and boasting an autobiographical introduction and original tale by Ingrid Pitt, the star of Hammer Films' The Vampire
Lovers and Countess Dracula, this is one anthology from which every vampire fan will want to drink deeply.
The mysterious D is a vampire hunter, one of those who protect the ordinary humans against the alliance of mutants and the
race of vampires known as the Nobility, in the distant future of 12,090 A.D.
From the author of the novel Swamplandia!—a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize—comes a magical and uniquely daring collection of
stories that showcases the author’s gifts at their inimitable best. Within these pages, a community of girls held captive in a
Japanese silk factory slowly transmute into human silkworms and plot revolution; a group of boys stumble upon a mutilated
scarecrow that bears an uncanny resemblance to a missing classmate that they used to torment; a family’s disastrous quest for
land in the American West has grave consequences; and in the marvelous title story, two vampires in a sun-drenched lemon
grove try to slake their thirst for blood and come to terms with their immortal relationship. Named a Best Book of the Year by:
The Boston Globe O, The Oprah Magazine Huffington Post The A.V. Club A Washington Post Notable Book An NPR Great Read
of 2013
[Please note: the cover depicted is a temporary one so I can get the book out to everyone in this time of plague. Once the new
cover has been created, it will be replaced] To: Roomie Collective (Tilly, Sabre, Moose, Frank) Hey guys! Just wanted to let
you know that I’ll be in Athens for four days next week. From: Tilly Oooh, Athens! Pretty place, but dusty. You going to meet
a hot Greek? To: Roomie Collective (Tilly, Sabre, Moose, Frank) You could say that. It’s for a magazine interview. Some upand-coming rich bachelor. From: Moose Pictures! We demand pictures of this smokin’ Greek. Also, will want full deets on your
“interview.” To: Roomie Collective (Tilly, Sabre, Moose, Frank) It really is an interview, I swear. From: Moose Girl, you don’t
have to pretend with us. But if Mr. Adonis sweeps you off your feet and whisks you away to his private island, we demand
visitation rights. To: Roomie Collective (Tilly, Sabre, Moose, Frank) Insert appropriate eyeroll here. That sort of stuff only
happens in movies, not to people like me. From: Tilly My money’s on you, Thyra. From: Moose My money’s on the shmexy
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Greek. Mmrowr.
Interview with the Vampire
And Other Stories
A Tale of Two Villains
Christmas with a Vampire
Vampires Like It Hot
A House of Night Novel
More information to be announced soon on this forthcoming title from Penguin USA.
Anne Rice, creator of the Vampire Lestat, the Mayfair witches and the amazing worlds they inhabit, now
gives us the first in a new series of novels linked together by the fledgling vampire David Talbot, who
has set out to become a chronicler of his fellow Undead. The novel opens in present-day Paris in a
crowded café, where David meets Pandora. She is two thousand years old, a Child of the Millennia, the
first vampire ever made by the great Marius. David persuades her to tell the story of her life. Pandora
begins, reluctantly at first and then with increasing passion, to recount her mesmerizing tale, which
takes us through the ages, from Imperial Rome to eighteenth-century France to twentieth-century Paris
and New Orleans. She carries us back to her mortal girlhood in the world of Caesar Augustus, a world
chronicled by Ovid and Petronius. This is where Pandora meets and falls in love with the handsome,
charismatic, lighthearted, still-mortal Marius. This is the Rome she is forced to flee in fear of
assassination by conspirators plotting to take over the city. And we follow her to the exotic port of
Antioch, where she is destined to be reunited with Marius, now immortal and haunted by his vampire
nature, who will bestow on her the Dark Gift as they set out on the fraught and fantastic adventure of
their two turbulent centuries together. Look for Anne Rice’s new book, Prince Lestat and the Realms of
Atlantis, coming November 29, 2016.
“Wickedly sexy and wildly humorous…[a] wonderfully original, practically perfect paranormal treat.
—Booklist When it comes to creating the very best in passionate and wildly funny contemporary paranormal
romance fiction featuring sexy, brooding, unforgettable immortal males, Katie MacAllister is at the head
of the class, right alongside Avon’s own Lynsay Sands of Argeneau vampire family fame. One of the
earliest and best-loved novels in Katie’s acclaimed chronicles of the Dark Ones, Sex, Lies and Vampires
is one winner of a paranormal delight—uniting a beautiful, flawed Charmer with a disgraced Dark One,
doomed for betraying his own kind. A thrilling supernatural love story featuring hungry demons,
poltergeists, the undead…even some restless mummies, Sex, Lies and Vampires will make you a Katie
MacAllister fan for all eternity!
Blakeley finally gets up the nerve to leave an abusive relationship and runs to the one place she knows
she'll be happy. Ashamed of her past, she keeps her friend, who is also the town's sheriff, in the dark
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as to why she has decided to start a new. After
New Vampire Disorder Series: Books 1-3
A Girl's Guide to Vampires
Confessions of a Vampire's Girlfriend
A Tale of Two Vampires
The Mammoth Book of Vampire Stories by Women
Minion

New York Times bestselling authors Hannah Howell and Lynsay Sands combine talents in this thrilling historical romance. Set in
the rugged Scottish Highlands, here is the spellbinding tale of two men destined to live by night with a hunger only the blood of
Outsiders can quench—and a passion only two extraordinary women can satisfy . . . Cousins Heming MacNachton and Tearlach
MacAdie are bound by the same blood, the same ancient curse, and now the same quest: to search out the enemies of their
clan—hunters who consider them soulless demons and intend to exterminate them. But no sooner have Heming and Tearlach
begun than they are drugged, separated, and taken captive. One is brought deep into the borderlands of Scotland, the other,
in the dreary depths of Northern England. Brona Kerr and Lady Lucy Blytheswood are irresistibly drawn to the mysterious
prisoners. Together, the women resolve to save them. In doing so, they will safeguard the clan’s future and their own. Now
Brona and Lucy must cross perilous terrain to fight for their lives—and for the men with whom they discover an eternal passion
they never imagined . . .
A Girl’s Guide to Vampires is the first book in New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Katie MacAlister’s wonderfully
winning Dark Ones series—a perfect blend of sexy and fun that every devoted fan of Lynsay Sand’s popular Argeneau vampire
books will want to sink their teeth into. Joy Randall's Top 5 Tips for Vampire Hunters: Location, location, location. Vampires
won't be caught dead (ha!) in places like discos, ten-minute lube shops, or Switzerland. Remember, if you wouldn't be there,
neither would a bloodsucker. Trust your eyes. You know the handsome, annoyingly arrogant, self-assured man in the shadows
with long hair and a cleft in his chin? He's your vampire. No matter how tempting it might be, do not "accidentally" acquire a
paper cut on your finger and suggest your vampire kiss it to make it better. Play it cool. Don't offer to accompany your prince
of the night on the talk-show circuit, and whatever you do, don't offer him your heart! Most of all, remember: being a vampire
is nothing to laugh about. The story of a desperate ghost hunter who stumbles across a dashing bloodsucker who’s looking for
eternal love, A Girl’s Guide to Vampires is funny, steamy, sensuous, and surprising—everything anyone could want from a
paranormal romance.
"The touch of cold fangs. The pallor of undead skin. The human shape that casts no shadow and receives no reflection. The
nocturnal wanderer, the nighttime feeder, like the owl, the bat, and the snake... Vampires have always been with us, in our
nightmares. From the cannibal, the werewolf, and the ghoul, extract various features and mix in the right proportion, to yield
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that most evil, most terrifying of all human-like creatures, the vampire: among us, but not one of us; resembling us, mingling
with us, but secretly stalking us. Everyone wants to live forever. Or so they think. Perhaps we would pause before accepting
immortality if we knew the price was to feed forever on other human lives,,,on human blood. Perhaps some vampires are
tortured by guilt or self-disgust. But whether or not the agonies of conscience add to a vampire's nightmare existence, from a
human perspective vampires are distinctly unfriendly. Many of the world's best authors have written of the vampire, and in this
collection, edited by award-winning editor Martin H. Greenberg, you will find the best of the best." --Book jacket.
Time isn’t always on a vampire’s side.... Iolanthe Tennyson has had a very bad year—due in part to the very bad men in her
life. So she’s accepted her cousin’s invitation to spend the summer in Austria to indulge her photography hobby. Rumors of a
haunted forest there draw Iolanthe into the dark woods—and into the eighteenth century.... Nikola Czerny is a cursed man,
forced by his half brothers to live forever as a Dark One. But his miserable existence takes an intriguing turn when a strange,
babbling woman is thrown in his path. Iolanthe claims to know Nikola’s daughter—three hundred years in the future. She also
knows what fate—in the form of his murderous half brothers—has in store for him. If only she knew the consequences of
changing the past to save one good, impossibly sexy vampire...
Highland Thirst
The Trouble With Vampires
Marked
Vampires in the Lemon Grove
Tales with Fresh Bite
The Mammoth Book of Vampire Romance
On the night of her twenty-ninth birthday, Edrea is brutally murdered. She awakens in her San Francisco studio as a bloodthirsty
vampire with no memory of her death. Terrified of hurting innocent people, she nearly puts an end to her new existence; that is before
she realizes there might be people the world can do without. Now immortal, Edrea finds she's caught in the middle of a war between
two ancient vampire clans, the Dcret and the Shevet, and she has no idea who to trust. Then the frightful memory of her death
returns, and she will ultimately have to choose between her humanity and cold-hearted murder. Her struggles only get harder when she
must also leave her past life behind her in order to protect her family. Little does she know, her estranged, mortal sister Rena is on a
dangerous quest in search of Edrea, whom is believed is merely "missing." While Rena struggles with insecurity and guilt, her
obsession with finding Edrea comes between her and her own future, and especially the man she loves. Rena just can't let go of the
feeling that Edrea is alive somewhere, and she isn't about to give up. As they follow their individual roads through life and the undeath, Edrea and Rena learn not only that their sisterly bond is stronger than they thought, but also that their family shares a dark
secret that connects both of them to a mysterious quantum world. Amidst the chaos and adventure, the story will intrigue you with a
scientific and philosophical theme that will keep you wondering until the end ... and maybe even after that.
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Enter the dark, magical world of the House of Night series by bestselling authors P.C. Cast and Kristin Cast, a world very much like
our own, except here vampyres have always existed. One minute, sixteen-year-old Zoey Redbird is a normal teenager dealing with
everyday high school stress: her cute boyfriend Heath, the school's star quarterback who suddenly seems more interested in partying
than playing ball; her nosy frenemy Kayla, who's way too concerned with how things are going with Heath; her uber-tough geometry
test tomorrow. The next, she's Marked as a fledgling vampyre, forcing her to leave her ordinary life behind and join the House of
Night, a boarding school where she will train to become an adult vampyre. That is, if she makes it through the Change—and not all of
those who are Marked do. It sucks to begin a new life, especially away from her friends, and on top of that, Zoey is no average fledgling.
She has been chosen as special by the vampyre Goddess, Nyx. Zoey discovers she has amazing powers, but along with her powers come
bloodlust and an unfortunate ability to Imprint with Heath, who just doesn't know how to take "no" for an answer. To add to her
stress, she is not the only fledgling at the House of Night with special powers: when she discovers that the leader of the Dark Daughters,
the school's most elite group, is misusing her Goddess-given gifts, Zoey must look deep within herself for the courage to embrace her
destiny—with a little help from her new vampyre friends.
The record-breaking phenomenon from Elizabeth Kostova is a celebrated masterpiece that "refashioned the vampire myth into a
compelling contemporary novel, a late-night page-turner" (San Francisco Chronicle). Breathtakingly suspenseful and beautifully
written, The Historian is the story of a young woman plunged into a labyrinth where the secrets of her family’s past connect to an
inconceivable evil: the dark fifteenth-century reign of Vlad the Impaler and a time-defying pact that may have kept his awful work
alive through the ages. The search for the truth becomes an adventure of monumental proportions, taking us from monasteries and
dusty libraries to the capitals of Eastern Europe—in a feat of storytelling so rich, so hypnotic, so exciting that it has enthralled readers
around the world. “Part thriller, part history, part romance...Kostova has a keen sense of storytelling and she has a marvelous tale to
tell.” —Baltimore Sun
Paranormal romance is a supernatural force to be reckoned with. Although packed with a menagerie of werewolves, shapeshifters and
assorted demons, its undisputed king is none other than our favourite centuries-old bloodsucker - the vampire. We're now living in a
post-Buffy world of dark urban fantasy à la Laurell K. Hamilton's Anita Blake, Sherrilyn Kenyon's irresistible Dark Hunters and the
blood-lusting soul mates of Christine Feehan. But it doesn't stop there. This Mammoth collection opens a vein to reveal the mindboggling scope of the supercharged phenomenon created when vampires met romance. Let the biggest and brightest names in the
paranormal romance business take you hot on the haemoglobin trail of the sexiest creatures of the night. Witness the bewildering array
of complex vampire codes of conduct, dark ritual and dating practices, as they chat up the locals and engage in the most erotic
encounters you will sink your teeth into this side of un-Death. These ain't your mother's vampires!
The Greatest Stories
The Beauty in Darkness
The Tale of the Body Thief
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A Dark Ones Novel
A Vampire Story
A Papaioannou Novel
Irresistible desire and thrilling suspense combine in this electrifying new Argeneau novel from New
York Times bestselling author Lynsay Sands. For close to three thousand years the imposing, impossibly
handsome Santo Notte has fought in armies across the world and battled his own, more personal enemies.
Of all the places he might expect to encounter his life mate, a quiet corner of upstate New York
doesn’t seem likely. But as soon as he makes contact with history professor Petronella Stone, while
hunting down a suspected rogue immortal, he knows that she will be the greatest adventure of his
eternal life. He expects her to be surprised, confused, even overwhelmed. What he doesn’t expect is
that Pet has a secret history of her own. There’s no mistaking the mind-blowing, mutual pleasure they
share. But as Pet struggles to protect her nephew from a danger lurking too close to home, Santo
realizes there’s another threat to her safety—him. And claiming their passionate future will be
impossible until he leaves his past behind, forever…
New York Times bestselling author Lynsay Sands brings the heat in this new Argeneau novel, as one woman
is rescued by an irresistible immortal … “Vampires...” When Raffaele Notte pulls a barely dressed,
disoriented woman from the ocean, the last thing he expects is for her to utter that word. The immortal
has come to the island resort to help his cousin, but now, it seems, there are rogue vampires dining on
unsuspecting tourists. And he soon realizes that not only is Jess a target, she’s also the life mate
he’s been waiting for… Vampires are real. Jess would’ve never believed it until she saw them with her
own eyes. She knows she has to get off the island, and her gallant rescuer has offered to help. There’s
something about Raffaele that’s unlike any man she has ever met, and his touch sends pleasure through
her that is beyond all imagining. But when Jess discovers who he really is, will she risk life as she
knows it for a chance of forever by his side?
The spellbinding classic that started it all, from the #1 New York Times bestselling author “A
magnificent, compulsively readable thriller . . . Rice begins where Bram Stoker and the Hollywood
versions leave off and penetrates directly to the true fascination of the myth—the education of the
vampire.”—Chicago Tribune Here are the confessions of a vampire. Hypnotic, shocking, and chillingly
sensual, this is a novel of mesmerizing beauty and astonishing force—a story of danger and flight, of
love and loss, of suspense and resolution, and of the extraordinary power of the senses. It is a novel
only Anne Rice could write.
For a woman married to the vampire of her nightmares, the honeymoon's over- and reality bites... Pia
Thomason is torn between two Dark Ones: her husband Kristoff-who doesn't trust her-and his best friend,
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Alec, who is MIA. So Pia goes back to her humdrum Seattle life, but fate has other plans. And she
realizes that if she and Kristoff are going to be shackled together for better or worse, she may as
well start to enjoy it... Read Katie MacAlister's posts on the Penguin Blog.
A Time Thief Novel
The Classic, Bestselling Collection of 25 Short Stories
About a Vampire
Pandora
Crouching Vampire, Hidden Fang
Much Ado About Vampires

As Michael's eyes lit on a female not twenty feet away, he knew without a doubt that it was her
blood that called to him and her scent that had awakened him.This female had tethered his soul
and returned it to him. SOUL SURVIVOR He is the last of his race. The one true king of the
vampires. Michael Aristov roams the nightclubs of L.A. after dark, haunted by his past and
driven by his hunger. The last of the Ancient Ones, he alone has survived the destruction of his
race at the hands of the slayers. Now he is forced to hunt and feed like a common vampire, a
creature of lust. Nothing in this world can fulfill his needs...until he meets a woman who's
everything he's ever wanted. And more. SWEET SALVATION Her name is Claire Thompson. Her blood is
so sweet, so intoxicating—the smell alone draws Michael to her like a moth to the flame. Sly,
sexy, and seductive, Claire seems to be the only mortal who can satisfy his craving and seal his
fate...forever. Can she be trusted? From their very first kiss, the last true vampire sweeps
Claire into a world in which darkness rules desire—and where falling in love is the greatest
danger of all...in The Last True Vampire by Kate Baxter. First in the thrilling new series!
Is it possible to love two vampires at the same time? View our feature on Katie MacAlister’s Zen
and the Art of Vampires. Pushing forty and alone, Pia Thomason heads to Europe on a singles
tour, hoping to find romance. What she finds are two very handsome, very mysterious, and very
undead men. And she learns that where vampires are concerned, love isn’t the only thing at
stake.
Shunned by the ton after being rendered a poor widow, Lady Charlotte Collins attempts to redeem
her good standing by securing a marriage with wealthy and titled Alasdair McGregor, who refuses
to succumb to her advances. By the author of A Tale of Two Vampires.
Prepare to be delightfully surprised to discover that the godfather of all vampires and the
infamous dark wizard share a deep character bond that goes far beyond the title 'monster.' Be
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intrigued to uncover what a coffin and a horcrux share or to dig further to unearth that the
often-overlooked scars which Bram Stoker wrote of in Victorian England are just as significant
as those described by J. K. Rowling in the modern era. Indeed, it cannot be mere coincidence
that Dracula is hurt in 1897 and 200 years later, Harry is too.
A New Queen
Sex, Lies, and Vampires
Empire of the Vampire

Corazon Ferreira is a jaded woman. Turns out she was a vampire's mate in a past life. And no matter how
distractingly gorgeous he is, she just can't get the image of him killing someone out of her head. But
when her life depends on him, Corazon's going to have to stop overthinking things-and start trusting her
heart...
When a mysterious outsider shows her the impossible, can she unveil old secrets… and step into destiny?
Angelina Arbonne is obsessed with history. Driven by a passion for travel, the thirty-five-year-old
archaeologist has no time for love. But she can’t resist knowing more when she’s stalked by a hopelessly
gorgeous stranger who claims he’s a vampire king. With her handsome suitor leading her through the
hidden society of the long-lived, Angelina’s heart begins to beat to an intriguing new tune. But with an
ancient magical war brewing, dating a two-thousand-year-old is giving her second thoughts about becoming
an immortal queen… Can they bridge their improbable age gap and enjoy an eternal happily ever after? A
New Queen is the compelling first book in the A History of Vampires paranormal romance series. If you
like intelligent characters, original storylines, and historical themes, then you’ll adore Amanda Lewis’
enthralling tale. Buy A New Queen to unearth a most unusual bloodline today! ***Please note: A History
of Vampires is a trilogy, with the overarching story line spanning all three novels.*** Book Two: Legend
& Lore is available for pre-order. Book Three TBA
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